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Introduction

According to the 2020 report of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization,

the decades-long decrease in the prevalence of undernourishment (PoU) across the world has

come to an end. In 2019, it was reported that globally, nearly 690 million people (8.9% of the

world population) were undernourished. Between 2018 and 2019, the PoU increased by 0.3%,

equivalent to 10 million people. [1] While a multitude of reasons are behind the rapid increase in

PoU, it is agreed that human-caused climate change, world conflicts, increased urbanization, and

lower global biodiversity are all major causes. As the world population expands to 9.4 billion in

the coming decades, the problem of food production will be even more important [3].

Food production systems (FPSs) come in a variety of forms depending on their location.

In developing countries, FPSs are fragmented into multiple interconnected systems and depend

on smaller-scale farming operations (SSFOs). SSFOs are generally much less efficient than their

larger counterparts. Addressing these inefficiencies is key to improving FPSs in developing

regions. The most obvious solution is to integrate sophisticated modern agricultural practices

into SSFOs; However, these practices are difficult to implement as a result of the low literacy

rates of farmers in developing countries. [4] Another option is to integrate machines into farms,



to automate several key processes. The combination of machines, sensors, and human oversight

is known as smart farming.

Smart farming is a new type of agricultural management utilizing various techniques to

increase farm yield. Smart farming may enable us to overcome challenges related to food

production demands caused by a growing population. Technologies used in smart farms vary

greatly, ranging from automated weather data collectors to Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)

designed to gather topological data or water crops [2]. Interconnected devices such as those on

smart farms are collectively known as the Internet of Things (IoT). Within an IoT system, data

from sensors actively change the conditions in which plants are grown, resulting in increased

overall productivity. For instance, an IoT system might increase water distribution to plants in

the event of a drought. Within the USA, the use of IoT devices in smart farms results, on

average, in a 163 dollars/day per hectare increase in farm yield. In fact, this number could even

be as high as 272 dollars depending on the type of crop [5].

While IoT devices used in smart farms are specialized for a variety of tasks, including

watering crops and gathering environmental data, they are comparable to regular IoT devices in

several areas. Previous studies have demonstrated vulnerabilities in IoT devices to cyberattacks

(Distributed Denial of Service, Man in the Middle attacks, etc.) [6] Should these vulnerabilities

be exploited, a smart farm stands to lose its entire crop, leading to widespread food shortage.

Thus, addressing vulnerabilities in smart farming systems is of the utmost importance.



On April 9th, 2021, the Colonial Pipeline, which transports a significant percentage of

fuel for the Eastern Coast of the United States, was involved in a ransomware attack. While the

ransomware was eventually removed, the shutdown of the pipeline impacted millions of

consumers across the US. A similar attack on smart farms could have an even more devastating

impact, as the food shortage may lead to widespread famine. In Virginia, the agricultural industry

has an economic impact of approximately 70 billion dollars and is responsible for 334,000 jobs.

When combined with value-added industries (Which rely on agriculture), the agricultural

industry makes up nearly 10% of the state’s GDP. [7] Any disruption in the agricultural output of

the state would cascade into millions of dollars worth of damage. In addition, thousands would

lose their jobs leading to wide-scale unemployment. Virginia is currently building a network of

smart farms through the SmartFarm Innovation Network project. As Virginia’s agriculture begins

to depend more heavily on smart farming, the poor cybersecurity protocols of these farms

become more of a concern.

The aim of this literature review is to provide a brief but extensive overview of smart

farming technology and potential cybersecurity vulnerabilities present in smart farms. In

addition, this literature review will also suggest possible avenues to improve the security of

smart farms. This document is organized as follows: Section 2 will provide a more in-depth

overview of the types of IoT devices on smart farms. Section 3 will examine the potential

security pitfalls present in these devices. Section 4 will provide techniques to mitigate these

security risks. Finally, Section 5 will conclude the paper.

Section 2



The role of IoT and smart technology in the agricultural industry has steadily increased

over the past few decades [8]. IoT-based agricultural systems are able to be more efficient than

their traditional counterparts due to a variety of reasons. In most cases, this is due to smart

sensors which relay information about soil and atmospheric conditions. However, IoT

technology has many more applications within a smart farm. IoT devices are routinely used for

rainfall monitoring, soil nutrition management, water management, pest infection management,

and crop health monitoring [9].

Section 2.1 - Soil IoT

While IoT sensors on farms vary in their uses, a majority of sensors are used to measure

soil conditions on the farm. Several companies offer IoT solutions that are used to identify key

soil factors such as texture, water-holding capacity, and absorption rate. Knowing this

information allows farmers to stop soil erosion, densification, salinization, acidification, and

pollution, which can otherwise cause thousands of dollars in damages. AgroCeres, a company

specializing in IoT solutions for the agricultural industry, has released a product known as

Lab-In-A-Box. Lab-In-A-Box allows farmers to conduct hundreds of soil tests without formal

training, miles away from a traditional farm. Farmers can then act on this information to improve

their soil quality, resulting in a better harvest [10]. Monnit, another IoT company, provides

wireless soil sensors able to connect to a central system. Data from Monnit sensors can be used

in conjunction with smart pumps to actively change the amount of water given to plants based on

soil moisture.



Section 2.2 - Weather IoT

The amount and timing of rainfall is arguably the most important factor affecting a farm’s

productivity. Fluctuations in weekly or monthly rainfall levels can have a drastic impact on

agricultural productivity and revenue. Therefore, predicting future weather patterns using large

datasets of previous weather patterns is key to improving farm efficiency [11]. Unmanned Aerial

Vehicles (UAVs) are being used for a variety of reasons in smart farms. One particularly

interesting application of UAVs is to collect weather data. After collection, the data is stored on

cloud servers. Next, the data can be drawn from these servers and is used for a variety of

purposes. Researchers in [12] proposed a method to create a genetic algorithm (GA) to predict

future weather patterns based on old data. When new data is collected by UAVs, it is fed into the

GA to determine if plants need water. A sensor system is also used to check the results of the

GA. Should moisture levels fall below a critical threshold, smart pumps are used to provide

additional water to plants.

Section 2.3 - Water IoT

Proper irrigation systems are an essential element in any farm. Improper distribution of

water to plants, caused by a malfunctioning irrigation system, may lead to widespread crop

failure. Global warming further contributes to this problem, by making water scarcer in certain

regions. Therefore, identifying and solving problems in irrigation systems is of the utmost

importance. IoT devices can be used to automate the process of irrigation, minimizing the risk of



catastrophic failures. IoT irrigation systems come in several forms, from simple Arduino-based

systems to those which implement AI technology [14]. However, in most systems, there are

several key features. First, a power source is used to power the system. In most cases, this takes

the form of a solar panel, but there are exceptions to this rule. Most notably, Arduino-based

systems are normally powered by a combination of batteries and solar power [15]. Next, a

central controller is used to obtain data regarding the environment. Should the data indicate that

certain environmental variables do not fall within certain parameters, the central controller

actively changes these variables through the use of smart pumps [16]. IoT systems are capable of

independently performing this process multiple times a day, thereby reducing the risk of failures

in irrigation systems normally caused by human error.

Section 2.4 - Pest IoT

The productivity of several key plant species necessary for humans, such as wheat,

maize, and cotton, can be severely impacted by the presence of pests. One study found that the

global potential loss of crops due to pests varied from roughly 50% in wheat to more than 80% in

cotton [18]. A wide variety of pesticides are used to combat this problem. However, excessive

use of pesticides can damage the local environment, aid in the development of pesticide-resistant

crops, and lead to several health conditions in farmers [19]. While the use of IoT in regards to

pest control is limited when compared to its other uses, several studies have created potential IoT

systems to deal with pest infections. Researchers at the National Taiwan University designed an

IoT-based system designed to identify pest insects throughout a farm. The resulting

spatial-temporal information was then used to kill these pests [20]. Another study by the



Brazillian National Institute of Telecommunications expanded on this research by designing a

trap that would both identify and exterminate pests. A computer vision algorithm was used to

identify pests, based on images taken from an embedded system containing a camera, a GPS

sensor, and motor actuators. Should the computer vision algorithm indicate that pests are present

in the trap, the trap immediately kills them. [21] The potential of IoT systems in pest

management is great. IoT systems may promise to reduce the amount of pesticide required to

eliminate pests, thereby reducing risks to farmers while simultaneously saving large sums of

money.

As shown above, IoT devices and systems are applied in a variety of forms throughout

smart farms. While not all smart farms may contain all such devices, the presence of at least one

of these systems greatly increases the farm’s efficiency. However, one notable downside to

intelligent IoT systems is their vulnerability to cyberattacks. Previous studies have demonstrated

the ease with which bad actors are able to infiltrate IoT systems. As mentioned earlier, a

malicious attack on a smart farm may have severe economic impacts due to the importance of the

agricultural industry to statewide and nationwide GDP. Therefore, we will next examine the

potential cybersecurity risks present in smart farm IoT systems.

Section 3



The rapid integration of IoT technology in various industries brings with it new risks in

the form of novel security challenges. According to Tawalbeh et al. (2020), improper device

updates, lack of efficient and robust security protocols, user unawareness, and famous

active device monitoring are among the challenges that IoT is facing. These vulnerabilities are

present in not only household IoT devices, but also in smart farming systems. Attacks that take

advantage of these vulnerabilities may lead to serious disruptions in the farm environment,

depending on which system is breached. Attacks on smart farming systems generally fall into

one of two categories: Physical, where farm machinery is disrupted, or online, where farm data is

modified or deleted. The following subsections will further elaborate on these vulnerabilities. We

will also examine several case studies demonstrating the effects of a successful attack on IoT

systems.

Section 3.1 - Physical Attacks

According to [23], the number of farm workers has steadily declined in the 20th century,

while farm production has increased. The increased use of machinery is the cause of this

discrepancy. Machinery is used for several purposes within a farm. Primary and secondary tilling

of soil, harvesting, pest control, and erosion control are just some of the many applications of

heavy machinery. Light machinery, on the other hand, primarily consists of drones, UAVs, and

automated farm robots, and is primarily used for environmental data collection. Both heavy and



light machinery can connect to IoT systems, although IoT-connected light machinery is more

common.

Previous studies have demonstrated several methods used by bad actors to wirelessly take

control of a drone. This concern is further exacerbated as tutorials on how to take control of a

drone are available on numerous video-sharing platforms, including YouTube [24]. A study

published in the Internet of Things journal [25] found that major vulnerabilities were present in a

majority of light machinery products. A summary of several of these vulnerabilities, as stated in

the study, is presented below.

1. Spoofing/ Data Interference

a. Data streamed from a drone to a central controller can be intercepted and

modified. Telemetry data, crucial to maintaining the correct flight profile of a

drone, is normally unencrypted. Several experiments have demonstrated the ease

with which this vulnerability can be exploited, giving bad actors full control of the

drone [26][27].

2. Malware Infection

a. Many UAVs contain software which allow pilots to fly them from various mobile

platforms . This software can be used by bad actors to inject malware payloads

into the UAVs memory or the ground station itself [28]. The malware used in such

an attack may vary; However, in most situations, it enables bad actors to take full

control of a UAV.

3. Prone to Wi-Fi Jamming



a. A specific type of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack called a

deauthentication attack can be performed on a UAV. Next, a bad actor may jam

the UAVs intended frequency and connect it to their own. Such an attack only

requires a raspberry pi to execute.

Vulnerabilities present in light machinery are different from those present in heavy

machinery. While less common, IoT-connected heavy machinery still has a multitude of

vulnerabilities which can be exploited by bad actors. The types of heavy machinery varies

greatly on a farm. A brief overview of the types of heavy machinery commonly found on a farm

is below. The IoT capability of each machine is also listed.

Machine Purpose IoT - Capability

Tractor

● Provides power to perform several
agricultural tasks

● Used to pull a variety of attachments
depending on farm needs

● Examples include plowing the land,
planting crops, and harvesting.

● In most cases, low

● Some companies, such as
Hello Tractor, are
developing IoT

attachments for tractors.

Sprayer

● Used to distribute liquid solutions to
plants.

● Can be used to water crops, although
uncommon.

● Primary uses include fertilizer,
pesticide, or herbicide application.

● High

● IoT pesticide sprayers
have been proposed as a
solution to overuse of

pesticides [31].

● These systems use solar
power and are mostly

autonomous.

Seeders ● Normally pulled by a tractor ● Medium



● Used to evenly distribute seeds across
a plot of land

● Beans, cotton, rice, wheat, and canola
are all common crops that can be
planted through the use of a seeder.

● Autonomous seeding
robots have been

proposed [32]; However,
this technology is not

mainstream.

● Several prototypes use
Arduino boards as their
central controllers, which
are vulnerable to attacks.

Trailers

● Used to store crops during harvesting

● Normally towed by a tractor

● Can also be used to transport livestock
long distances

● Medium

● Companies such as
Convoy offer IoT

solutions to monitor the
conditions within a trailer

● These sensors track data
such as temperature,
speed, weight, etc.

● Intercepting and editing
this data may have severe

effects.

Slurry
Tanks

● On farms, slurry is the combination of
animal wastes with other organic

matter, such as hay.

● Slurry is used as a rich fertilizer and
has been shown to considerably

increase farm yields [33].

● Slurry tanks are used as storage to
hold slurry. They can also be pulled by
tractors during the application process.

● High

● IoT sensors can be placed
within slurry tanks to
gather key information,
such as temperature,
humidity, volume, and

composition of the slurry.
[34]

● If this data is changed,
crops may die since the
farmer may mistakenly
add too much or the
wrong type of slurry.

Center
pivot

● Used to water crops and have been
shown to use less water than
traditional watering methods.

● High

● IoT solutions are being



irrigation
systems ● Rotate around a fixed central point,

hence the name

● Waters a circular region emanating
from the center of the machine.

used to monitor center
pivot irrigation systems.

● If data is modified in
such a way that the

irrigation system moves
to an incorrect location or
fails to dispense water,
farms stand to lose
thousands of crops.

General information gathered from [29], [30].

As shown above, IoT is being used to advance the capabilities of several types of heavy

machinery used on farms. Notably, the machinery itself is not the target of the attack. The IoT

systems used on the machinery to collect data is the primary attack vector. The consequences of

a disruption of heavy machinery are varied:

● Crop failure due to more or less water applied than needed (See 6th entry in table)

● Crop failure due to improper application of fertilizer due to incorrect data

provided by IoT sensors (See 5th entry in table)

● Crop/Livestock loss during transport (See 4th entry in table)

● Failure to plant crops properly should a farm use automated seeding robots (See

3rd entry in table)

● Crop failure as a result of improper pesticide/herbicide application (See 2nd entry

in table)



The disruption of heavy machinery through cyberattacks can have a large impact on a

farm’s productivity. However, it pales in comparison to a similar attack on online assets such as

IoT sensor data.

Section 3.2 - Online Attacks

Smart farms rely heavily on data collected by intelligent, IoT-connected sensors.

Environmental data collected from these sensors is used to dictate the actions of other

IoT-connected devices, such as smart pumps or sprayers. The following diagram illustrates an

example of this relationship:

If the weather sensor, pump, or the data transferred between the devices is compromised,

bad actors will have the capability of controlling the amount of water given to plants. The effects

of such a compromise are disastrous: A bad actor may stop pumping water to plants while



editing data to make it seem like plants are watered, leading to widespread crop failure within a

matter of days. While this situation may be averted through human oversight, several smart

farms proposals include little to none human supervision [[35], [36]].

Breaching an IoT system has been shown to be possible in a number of studies. While

IoT devices designed for smart farms and IoT devices designed for private households have

different uses, their vulnerabilities are similar. According to a paper by the Bulgarian Academy

of Sciences [37] , an attack on an IoT system can be split into the following parts:

1. Reconnaissance - Attackers spend months researching their target, using multiple online

sources. Attackers may not need to directly interact with the target during this phase.

2. Searching for Vulnerabilities - After reconnaissance yields enough data to satisfy the

attackers, they move on to the second phase. This phase primarily consists of identifying

vulnerabilities in the target system.

3. Attack - During this phase, attackers launch their attack based on target vulnerabilities

identified in step 2. In several cases, a malicious payload is inserted into the target,

allowing attackers to gain access to confidential data or giving them control of key

systems. We provide an overview of various attack strategies below.

4. Achieve/Maintain access - Once attackers gain control of a system, they must also ensure

that their access remains in place. To this end, they cover up evidence of a breach or

attack other devices connected to the primary attack vector. The longer a breach is

maintained, the more information that attackers can exfiltrate.



Attack strategies used by cybercriminals are ever changing. One research study [9]

contains a detailed list of all major attack strategies used by cybercriminals to attack IoT

criminals. Below is a summarized version of their findings, including only the most common

attacks. However, we suggest visiting the source for more information if you are so inclined.

Target System Attack Type Consequences

Privacy
● Physical Attacks

● Masquerade Attack

● Attackers gain access
to information about
IoT systems and other
devices on the smart

farm.

Confidentiality
● Brute Force Attack

● Known Key Attack

● Confidentiality loss;
Potentially sensitive
information could be
stolen and leaked.

Integrity

● Forgery Attack

● Trojan Horse Attack

● Man-In-The-Middle
Attack (MITM)

● Information
communicated between
smart farm devices

may not be trusted as it
could have been

modified by attackers.

Availability ● Denial of Service
Attack

● IoT connected devices
may stop functioning
due to a high volume of
requests, essentially

shutting down the farm.

Authenticity
● Attacks against

Authentication

● Information from the
smart farm cannot be
authenticated properly
as attackers send fake
data by mimicking
authorized sources.



With the number of attacks possible on both physical and online assets of a smart farm,

properly identifying vulnerabilities in IoT systems is crucial to maintaining security. In the next

section, we will discuss possible avenues towards protecting key IoT systems on smart farms.

Section 4

We have identified several key cybersecurity vulnerabilities present in smart farming

systems in section 3. However, even more important is the security measures needed to patch

these vulnerabilities and ensure the security of IoT systems. To this end, a list of several of the

more potent vulnerabilities and methods that can be used to fix them is presented below. The

following chart is not an exhaustive list of all cybersecurity vulnerabilities in IoT systems.

Rather, it will address the vulnerabilities presented in the previous chart (Within section 3). A

more thorough analysis is presented in Appendix A.

Attack Type Definition Solutions Source(s)

Cyber-Physical Attack

A cybersecurity
breach which
relinquishes
control of

physical systems ,
such as pumps,
sensors, and other
IoT devices, to
attackers.

Cyber-Physical
attacks refer to a wide
variety of different

cyberattacks.
Therefore, the only
way to prevent this
type of attack is to
build a network
framework

specifically designed
to mitigate and
respond to these

attacks.

[38][39][40]



Masquerade Attack A masquerade
attack utilizes a
fake identity to
gain access to
restricted
information

regarding a farm’s
operations. These
attacks can be
hard to identify
since attackers act
as a regular user.

Several methods are
used to prevent

masquerade attacks.
Normal prevention
methods include
securing the
authentication

process in a system
through various

methods. More recent
studies propose a
machine learning
approach to

identifying attackers
based on their pattern
of movement through

a file system.

[41][42]

Brute Force Attack Brute force
attacks attempt to

break into a
system by using a
dictionary of
common weak
usernames and
passwords. As
most users use
words in their

passwords rather
than completely

random
characters, this
approach has a
high chance of

success.

As this attack is
extremely common,
many techniques
exist to prevent it.

The most simple is to
lock out an account
after a given number
of login attempts.
However, attackers
can cause a denial of
service by attempting
to break into large

amounts of accounts,
thereby locking them
out. A combination of
several conditions,
however, may

indicate the presence
of a brute force

attack. See Appendix
B for these
conditions.

[43][44]

Trojan Horse Attack The Trojan Horse
attack, named
after the famous
Trojan Horse used
during the Trojan

Trojan Horse attacks
can appear as regular

applications.
However,

applications which do

[45]



War, conceals a
malicious

program within an
authorized one.
After a certain
event, called the
trigger, occurs in
the system, the
malicious

program activates
and proceeds to
wreak havoc on
the system.

not have a trusted
status might harbor a
Trojan Horse attack.

Therefore, any
suspicious

applications without a
trusted status should
be removed. There

exist several antivirus
tools which are also
able to identify and
remove Trojan Horse
programs within a

system.

Man-In-The-Middle Attack Communication
between two
devices in a

network is done
through a data
stream. If an

attacker is able to
intercept the data
stream in the
middle of

transmission
(Hence, man in
the middle), they
may be able to
read or edit data
transmitted
between the
devices.

Network Intrusion
Prevention systems, a
Communication

Authenticity system,
and a Static Network
Configuration are all
methods by which

MITM attacks can be
prevented. However,
simply disabling or

removing
unnecessary network
protocols can also
limit the success of
MITM attacks.

[46][47]

Denial of Service Attack A Denial of
Service attack
(not to be

confused with a
Distributed Denial
of Service attack)
occurs when the
capability of a

system to respond
to user requests is
diminished or

eliminated due to

The first step in
dealing with such an
attack is to identify it.
Unavailability of a
service or slow

network performance
are both signs of a
DoS attack. To stop
such an attack, an
organization must
maintain their

antivirus and firewall

[48]



a bad actor. While
a DoS attack can
occur on a variety
of systems, it is
most commonly
performed on
email, websites,

or online
accounts.

programs. Another
option is to enroll in a

DoS protection
service, which is

capable of identifying
DoS attacks and only
directing legitimate
requests to the

system.

Section 5

This paper is intended to provide an overview of smart farming, IoT devices used on

smart farms, and potential vulnerabilities present in these IoT systems. The findings presented in

this paper demonstrate that while IoT solutions may lead to an immense increase in agricultural

production, they come with severe security risks. Bad actors may be able to diminish or even

destroy the food supply of a country by leveraging vulnerabilities in smart farming IoT systems.

IoT devices are not only present in agriculture. They play essential roles in a variety of

industries, and can also be found in private residences. Several research studies have

demonstrated the vulnerabilities in these IoT systems by breaking into them. However, as of yet,

no similar study has been conducted to examine issues with smart farming IoT systems. Further

research, therefore, is crucial to preventing cyberattacks on smart farming facilities. As the world

population continues to increase, and as smart farming plays an ever increasing role in meeting

food demands, identifying and addressing vulnerabilities in smart farming IoT systems becomes

more important than ever.



Appendix A

The following chart expands on the vulnerabilities and solutions discussed in section 3

and 4. While these types of cyberattacks are not as common, knowing their effects and how to

stop them is still valuable information to protect IoT systems.

Attack Description Solution Source(s)

DDoS Not to be confused
with a denial of

service (DoS) attack,
a DDoS attack relies
on several devices to
carry out an attack.
Therefore, it is both
faster and harder to

stop.

As DDoS attacks are
extremely common,
several methods exist
which can be used to
prevent such an
attack. Most
companies use

preventive methods
such as getting extra
bandwidth to prevent
a DDoS attack from
happening in the first
place. However,

should an attack get
past these outer

defenses, rerouting
connections to a
backup server and
contacting the ISP

provider is the easiest
way to stop the

attack.

[49][50]

Spyware Spyware allows
attackers to monitor
confidential data

about a device or the
network it connects
to. Within a smart
farm, this data may
include instructions
sent to several farm

One study found that
information collected
about IoT devices can
easily be accessed by

unauthorized
individuals through
the internet. Traffic

shaping, and
additional bandwidth

[51][52]



IoT devices.
Therefore,

unauthorized access
to this data is a major

security risk.

were both found to be
solutions to this

problem

Phishing A phishing attack
relies on a

combination of social
engineering and
cybersecurity

principles. Attackers
imitate trusted

individuals and send
insecure messages to

individuals.
Normally, these

messages contain a
link which releases a
virus. Should a user
click on the link,
attackers will soon
have access to the
entire network.

Education is the most
effective way to deal
with phishing attacks.
Courses and training
are both effective
methods to educate
employees about the
dangers of phishing.
If phishing links
aren’t clicked, then
viruses will be unable
to infect network

devices.

[53][54]

Drive by Download A Drive by
Download attack
occurs when a

malicious program is
downloaded to a user

computer after
visiting a website. It
is one of the most
common types of
attacks used by bad
actors due to the
simplicity of the
attack. If the user
fails to notice the
malware being
downloaded onto

their device, attackers
may gain access to

confidential
information. They
may also install

Web-filtering
software is an
effective tool to
prevent Drive by

Download attacks. It
warns users when

entering a potentially
malicious site. In

addition, ad blockers
also help prevent
these attacks as ads
are commonly used
as an attack vector.
Finally, removing

unnecessary software
and using a firewall
can both prevent

Drive by Download
attacks.

[55][56]



keyloggers,
ransomware, or other
forms of malware on

the device.

Cross-site scripting A cross-site scripting
attack occurs when a

vulnerable yet
normally safe website
is attacked by a bad
actor. The bad actor
inserts a malicious
script into the

website. Visitors to
the website may
interact with the

malicious code and
allow attackers to
gain access to
restricted files.

Cross-site scripting
attacks can be
mitigated by

validating user input,
ensuring that

malicious data cannot
enter the site.

Sanitizing user input
data can also be used
for this purpose.

However, the easiest
way to prevent such
an attack is to make
the system itself more
secure. This will
prevent bad actors
from inserting
malicious code,

blocking the attack at
the source.

[57]

SQL Injection An SQL injection
attack interferes with
requests that a system
makes to a database.
Attackers using SQL
injection techniques
can access or even
modify user data,
which can have
disastrous

consequences.

Vetting user input
through input

validation algorithms
is the easiest way to

address SQL
injection attacks.

Parameterized queries
also help when

dealing with such an
attack.

[58][59]

Zero-Day Exploits A Zero-Day Exploit
is when attackers find
vulnerabilities in
recently released
systems. Zero-Day
Exploits are some of
the most dangerous
types of cybersecurity

Unfortunately,
Zero-Day Exploits
have no mainstream

fixes. Several
organizations utilize
so-called “Bug
Bounties”, where
researchers are

[60]



attacks given their
nature. Since these
attacks occur soon
after a system is

released to the public,
security patches to
solve potential

vulnerabilities in the
system are lacking.
Therefore, attackers
can steal confidential
information before

preventative
measures can take

place.

rewarded for finding
vulnerabilities in a
system and reporting

them. Several
anti-virus programs
are also beginning to
address Zero-Day
Exploits by using
machine learning

algorithms to identify
and counteract them.

Rootkits A rootkit attack
provides attackers
with a root-level

access to a device and
any other connected

devices, while
simultaneously
remaining hidden
from other users.

They can also be used
to deactivate antivirus
and antimalware
software. Finally,
rootkits can also be
used to launch other
cyberattacks, such as

a DoS attack.

A rootkit attack can
only succeed if the
user launches

malicious software
containing the rootkit.
Therefore, scanning
your system manually

or through an
anti-malware

software can reveal
attempts at a rootkit
attack. Monitoring
your network for

unusual activity can
also reveal such an

attack.

[61][62][63]

Password Attack A password attack
occurs when an

attacker attempts to
access a system by
cracking a user

password. It is one of
the simplest types of
attacks available to

bad actors.

In most cases, this
type of attack does
not rely on any

software installed on
the target system.
Therefore, antivirus
and anti-malware
software programs
will not offer much
assistance. The
simplest way to

counter a password

[64][65]



attack is to create a
stronger password.
Using a combination
of upper and lower
case letters, special
characters, and

numbers has been
shown to be effective
against these attacks.
In addition, longer
passwords are

generally more secure
than their shorter
counterparts.

Appendix B

According to the Open Web Application Security Project foundation [44], the presence of

two or more of the following conditions may indicate that a brute force attack is being attempted:

● Many failed logins from the same IP address.

● Logins with multiple usernames from the same IP address.

● Logins for a single account coming from many different IP addresses.

● Excessive usage and bandwidth consumption from a single use.

● Failed login attempts from alphabetically sequential usernames or passwords.



● Logins with a referring URL of someone’s mail or IRC client.

● Referring URLs that contain the username and password in the format

<http://user:password@www.example.com/login.htm>.

● If protecting an adult website, referring URLs of known password-sharing sites

● Logins with suspicious passwords hackers commonly use, such as ownsyou (ownzyou),

washere (wazhere), zealots, hacksyou, and the like.
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